The design of efficient software supporting concurrent access to shared data is a challenging task. Often such programs will have at their core algorithms which utilise conceptual locks to restrict access to the data, and which are significantly more complex than their sequential (non-concurrent) counterparts. Lock-free algorithms, which have been developed to avoid problems such as priority inversion and deadlock, are more complex still due to the larger scope for interference between processes. These algorithms become even more complex when further mechanisms are added to achieve good performance under a wide range of workloads.
Introduction
Verification of concurrent programs has long been a concern in formal methods, and this concern can only increase as languages like Java and C# see concurrent programs being routinely written by applications programmers rather than being the preserve of more specialised systems programmers. The increasing use of multiprocessor chip architectures has lead researchers to develop sophisticated algorithms for implementing concurrent data structures that provide good performance under a wide range of workloads. These algorithms typically do not use locks, instead relying on subtle interactions between processes which would be precluded by the use of locks, and use a variety of mechanisms to reduce contention on shared memory and increase the potential for concurrent execution. This complexity presents significant challenges to software engineers in proving the correctness of their implementations. Such proofs are too long and complicated to perform (and check) reliably "by hand", so techniques for mechanically checking proofs are essential.
In this paper, we describe a scalable lock-free stack implementation and its formal verification. The algorithm we present is based on an original algorithm by Hendler, Shavit and Yerushalmi [7] , which allows processes that detect interference while operating on a shared stack to "pair-off" so that pairs of push and pop operations cancel each other out; this pairing-off leaves the shared stack object unchanged and therefore reduces interference. In comparison with the original, our algorithm uses a simpler data structure, and exploits the symmetry of elimination between push and pop operations to present a simpler and more compact algorithm. Furthermore, the algorithm as presented in [7] is incorrect: while attempting a formal verification of the original elimination mechanism, it was found to suffer from a well-known interference problem. Although Hendler et al. identify that their shared stack implementation suffers from interference, and may be worked-around using standard techniques, they do not explicitly mention the interference problem with the elimination mechanism, to which the standard techniques do not straightforwardly apply. It was while considering how to formally deal with this issue that we developed our more abstract implementation of the elimination mechanism, which does not suffer from the same problem.
To give confidence in the correctness of the algorithm, we present an outline of its formal verification, which has been mechanically checked using the PVS theorem prover [5] . Our verification shows that a stack implementation obtained by combining the elimination mechanism and a suitable shared stack implementation is linearisable, which means that every operation appears to take place atomically at some point between its invocation and its response [10] (i.e. if in a concurrent execution, operation op 1 finishes before op 2 begins, then op 1 occurs before op 2 ). The proofs use simulation between two Input Output Automata [11, 12] , one modelling the stack specification and one modelling the implementation. This approach is described in detail elsewhere [1, 2] ; in this paper we focus on explaining the key properties that need to be proved in order to demonstrate correctness, rather than on the particular proof method used.
Proving linearisability for the elimination mechanism presents some interesting challenges. Firstly, we need to combine the verification of the shared stack with the verification of the elimination mechanism. Secondly, we have a situation where an operation that is eliminated takes effect without the process that is attempting to perform the operation executing any steps. This means we cannot use the common approach of proving linearisability by identifying a step in the code of the operation at which that operation appears to take effect; instead, we have to linearise such an eliminated operation at a step in the code of the operation that eliminated it.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces lock-free algorithms. Section 3 describes the elimination mechanism, and in Section 4 we outline our proof that it is linearisable, showing how we identify linearisation points and giving invariants needed to support the verification. Section 5 gives an overview of the formal framework used in our verification and the way it is encoded in PVS, and Section 6 presents our conclusions.
Lock-free algorithms
Consider implementing a concurrent stack, with push and pop operations and elements of some type Val , using a linked list of Nodes. (For the purposes of indicating a pop on an empty stack, we assume Val contains the distinguished element empty, which is never pushed.) We cannot use the standard sequential stack implementation in a concurrent environment because interference between operations executing concurrently may result in incorrect behaviour. The traditional approach to this problem is to prevent interference between processes by using locks (or, equivalently, semaphores or monitors), but that limits the potential for concurrency and can introduce other problems such as deadlock and priority inversion.
An alternative to using locks is to allow operations to attempt to execute concurrently, but if interference is detected the attempt is abandoned and the operation is tried again. This is an optimistic approach: we allow operations to execute concurrently under the assumption that most of the time they will complete without interference, and that when they do experience interference, they will be able to try again and succeed fairly quickly. Despite the obvious problem that an individual operation may be interfered with on each attempt, and hence never complete, a lock-free algorithm ensures that the system as a whole makes progress, in the sense that some operation will always complete within a finite number of steps.
1 This is achieved, for instance, if an operation interferes with other operations only when it completes; hence, if a single operation is interfered with an infinite number of times, an infinite number of other operations must have completed.
To obtain a lock-free stack implementation (see Figure 1) , we introduce operations tryPush and tryPop, which attempt to perform their respective operations and "succeed" (returning true) if they complete without interference, and otherwise "fail" (returning false) leaving the stack unchanged. We therefore define push and pop to repeatedly call the corresponding "try" operation until it succeeds, and also perform any actions that do not need to be repeated on each attempt, e.g. allocating a new node in push and freeing the popped node (if any) in pop. 2 The code for tryPush and tryPop is based on a well-known algorithm given by Michael and Scott [13] and attributed to Treiber [15] . tryPush sets the next pointer of the new node n to be (a snapshot of) the Top, and succeeds or fails depending on the outcome of a Compare-and-Swap (CAS) operation (described below) to set Top to n. tryPop also takes a snapshot of Top (ss), returning true if the stack is empty, i.e., ss is null, and otherwise returning the result of an attempted update to move the Top pointer along one link using a CAS. This implementation is correct assuming that newNode will not return a node Typically this is not a valid assumption, and mechanisms have been developed to work-around this issuedetails of three suitable lock-free implementations for tryPush and tryPop (including that in Figure 1 ) are discussed in [3] .
A call CAS (G, ss, new ) compares the contents of G with ss: if G = ss it updates G to new and succeeds (returns true); if G has a different value the CAS fails (returns false). Unfortunately, CAS-based implementations can suffer from the well known "ABA problem". This is manifested in the following way: a snapshot ss of the shared location G is taken when G's value is A; then another operation changes G to value B, then back again to value A. The first operation has been interfered with, but the CAS cannot detect this since G = ss after the interference. If value A is a pointer this is a potentially fatal problem, as the contents of the location pointed to by A may have changed. (It is to avoid this problem that we must assume newNode does not return nodes with current references). The ABA problem may be worked around by storing a modification count with each pointer, and the details of using this approach to work around the ABA problem for a linked-list stack implementation may be found in [13] .
The push and pop operations in Figure 1 are lockfree because the loop is retried an infinite number of times only if the corresponding CAS returns false an infinite number of times. A CAS returns false only when Top has been modified, and Top is modified only by a successful CAS operation. Therefore, retrying the loop an infinite number of times means an infinite number of operations have successfully executed the CAS and completed (since we assume a finite number of processes).
In addition to being lock-free, which is a progress property, we also require the algorithm to be linearisable [10] , the standard safety condition for concurrent data structures. In essence, linearisability requires that each operation satisfies its abstract specification, and in particular that it appears to occur atomically at some point between its invocation and its response. This is usually demonstrated by identifying, for each operation, a line of code as the linearisation point, which is usually a step in the code of the operation being linearised. In the case push and pop in Figure 1 , the linearisation points may be straightforwardly identified with a successful CAS in tryPush/tryPop. However, we will see later that this simple approach does not work for the elimination stack described in Section 3. The details of proofs of linearisability for tryPush/Pop and two other implementations may be found in [3] . 
The Elimination Stack
The stack implementation presented in [13] works well at medium loads, but does not scale well. When a large number of processes access the stack concurrently, they all compete to read and update the top of the stack, resulting in a large amount of interference. One approach to alleviating this problem is to add a "backoff" mechanism, whereby a process which fails in its attempt to apply an operation waits for a period of time before trying again.
Another approach to reducing contention is to allow complementary operations to be matched and eliminated without affecting the central data structure. In particular, a push and a pop on a stack can be paired and eliminated, passing the pushed value to the pop operation and leaving the stack unchanged -the elimination does not induce interference with any operations on the central stack.
The elimination backoff stack proposed by Hendler, Shavit and Yerushalmi [7] is obtained by combining these ideas, so that operations that have backed off after a failed attempt try to eliminate with other operations that are also waiting to retry. What we present below is a variant of Hendler, Shavit and Yerushalmi's elimination backoff stack, which we discovered while attempting to verify their algorithm. The data structures and code of our version are simpler than those presented in [7] , and the algorithm less susceptible to interference. Furthermore, the elimination mechanism does not suffer from the ABA problem. Figure 2 contains the data declarations for the stack algorithm which uses elimination, and the top-level structure of the push and pop operations. The structure is similar to that of Figure 1 , except that if a tryPush or tryPop attempt on the central stack fails, instead of immediately retrying the process attempts to eliminate with another process by calling tryElimination. If the elimination attempt fails as well, the attempt is retried, starting with the central stack.
Top-level structure
Procedure tryElimination is invoked with an opInfo object containing an "operation code" and a pointer to a Node (defined in Figure 1 ). An operation code of PUSH or POP indicates that the process is attempting to perform a push or pop, respectively, and is eligible for elimination. An operation code of NONE indicates that the operation is ineligible for elimination, either because it has successfully eliminated, or has tried and failed. In the case of a push attempt, the node field of the opInfo object initially points to the node to be linked into the stack. In the case of a pop attempt, the node field is initially null , and on a successful return from tryElimination the node field points to the node that has been removed from the stack.
The array opInfos contains an opInfo entry for each process, where processes store and potentially swap their nodes. Initially, every process's entry in opInfos has NONE as its operation code.
The array collision is used to manage the way in which processes find potential partners to eliminate with. It can be thought of as providing a number of "meeting places" at which processes attempting to eliminate may pair-off. The size of the collision array does not affect the correctness of the algorithm, but will affect its performance, and may be adjusted dynamically to optimise performance under varying workloads [7] . 
Elimination in detail
The elimination code is presented in Figure 3 . We first describe how processes find each other (X3-X7), then how they eliminate if a complementary operation is found. Each elimination occurs between two processes, one of whom is the active eliminator, and the other the passive eliminator, depending on which process executes X11.
Finding another process.
At X 3, a process, p, copies its operation information into the shared array opInfos, so this is available to other processes. Then at X 5, p selects a position, pos, in the collision array at which it will attempt to eliminate. This is modelled here by a call to procedure getPosition(), which may be implemented in varying ways to dynamically provide better performance [7] . For the purposes of this proof, we assume only that it returns a valid index into the collision array. Next, p attempts to read the process id in collision[pos] into local variable him, selecting him as a potential partner for an elimination, and writes its own process id into that location, announcing that it is available for elimination. Since collision[pos] may change between when it is read and when p attempts to update it, this is done using a CAS, and a loop which retries until the CAS succeeds (X 6-X 7). Process p then reads him's information, previously stored in opInfos, into local variable qinfo (X8). The net result of these operations is that p has picked another process, and has written itself to collision so that it also may be picked by another process for elimination. Simpler implementations are possible, though this particular approach, assuming getPosition() may be dynamically altered for varying workloads, appears to give better performance [7] .
Eliminating
A successful active elimination by process p proceeds by checking at X9 that the operation codes are complementary and not NONE . At X10 It sets its own operation code to NONE to prevent it being eliminated by another process, then, at X11, simultaneously writes its information into him's location in opInfos and sets him's operation code to NONE . To complete the exchange of information, p reads him's information into its own opInfo at X12, then exits successfully (X13).
If the active elimination attempt fails, it is still pos-sible for p to passively eliminate. For instance, if the test at X9 fails (i.e., him is not a complementary operation), p waits for a period of time (X19), then checks whether some other process actively eliminated it while it was waiting. It does this by checking whether its entry in opInfos has been altered (X20), which can only have occurred by another process executing X 11 with p as its partner. Process p then reads the swapped information from opInfos and successfully exits (X21 and X22). If its opInfos location has not been modified, it fails the elimination attempt (X23). If the active elimination attempt fails at X10, this can only mean that another process has modified p's opInfo location, i.e., p has already been eliminated. As before, p reads the swapped information and successfully exits (X17 and X18). If the active elimination attempt fails at X11, then him's opInfos entry has been altered by another process, and hence is no longer available for elimination. The elimination attempt fails (X15).
Comparison to original algorithm
We have rearranged the code given in [7] in a way that separates the underlying stack implementation from the elimination mechanism more clearly, allowing the use of alternative (linked-list based) implementations for the shared stack. For instance, instead of using the Treiber-like implementation given in [7] , which requires modification counts to work-around the ABA problem and uses memory proportional to the historical maximum size of the stack, the shared stack can use the ROP memory management API [8] to optimise memory usage (alternative shared stack implementations are discussed in more detail in [3] ). The elimination code itself has also been simplified; in particular, we use identical elimination code for both push and pop operations, which leads to significant simplification in the proof of correctness.
Most importantly, we have simplified the data structures in the elimination mechanism in a way that avoids the ABA problem. In [7] , the counterpart of our opInfos array is an array, called location, of pointers to ThreadInfo nodes which contain a process id, an operation code (either PUSH or POP ), a pointer to a Node (which they call a Cell ), and a counter used to control the length of time that a process delays. They record the fact that a process q is ineligible for elimination by setting location[q] to null . Thus, in checking whether an eligible, complementary operation has been found, p must check separately whether location[him] is null and, if not, whether him's operation is different from its own. After performing this test, their code updates location[him], using a CAS which checks that it has not changed. However, because ThreadInfo nodes are reused, due to the ABA problem the CAS does not guarantee that the operation code has not changed. Hence, in the code presented in [7] , it is possible for a process to "successfully" eliminate with a process which is not performing a complementary operation. The typical approach to solving this problem is to add a modification count to ThreadInfo nodes, but this alteration is not as straightforward as in other cases where modification counts are required (such as the stack and queue algorithms described in [13] ), because a modification count must be kept on both the local variable p and the elements of the shared array location. Hendler et al. discuss memory management and the need to use modification counts to avoid the ABA problem in the central stack code, but do not address the problem identified above with the elimination mechanism.
We avoid this form of the ABA problem by making opInfos an array of opInfo nodes, rather than pointers. We allow the operation code to assume a third value (NONE ) to indicate that the process is ineligible for elimination. Moreover, we omit the process id, which we do not need, and the delay counter, which we assume can be retrieved in some other manner given the process (eg., via another array). Thus, our opInfo nodes only contain an operation code and a pointer to a Node. We assume that such nodes can be compared using a single CAS -which is certainly reasonable if one accepts that a pointer along with a modification count can be compared using a single CAS [13] .
In addition to avoiding the ABA problem, our modifications make the implementation less susceptible to interference than the original. For example, an active eliminator p performing a push may find a passive eliminator q doing a pop. It is possible that between p reading qinfo at X 8 and reaching X 11, q may eliminate with some other push operation, then begin a new pop operation. As far as p is concerned, this is irrelevant -it may still eliminate with q for the new pop operation (as long as q is eligible again), and pass q its pushed value. If we used modification counts, all p could detect is that q's location has changed, and p would be forced to retry on the central stack, even though it could still legitimately eliminate with q.
Correctness of elimination
In this section we argue informally that the elimination algorithm is lock-free, and give an overview of a formal proof that it is linearisable, presenting the main invariants that were required for a fully machine- 
Lock-freedom.
Assuming that the central stack is lock-free, the only nontrivial part of showing the elimination code is lockfree is the loop at lines X 6 and X 7. A process can only be forced to retry this loop if some other process has modified collision[pos] by successfully executing X 7. That process must have first attempted to perform its operation on the central stack and failed in that attempt because it experienced interference, which means that some other process has completed its operation. Thus a process fails at X 7 an infinite number of times only if an infinite number of other operations are completed. Hence, the algorithm is lock-free.
Linearisability.
We now show that the elimination stack is linearisable by arguing the correctness of the invariants in Figure 4 . We write p@L to mean that process p is ready to execute the line of code L, and p@{L 1 , · · · , L n } to mean that process p is ready to execute line L, for some L ∈ {L 1 , · · · , L n }. We write him p , pinfo p , etc. to denote local variables of process p.
If elimination occurs, the active eliminator (which performs a successful CAS at X 11), swaps its information with the passive eliminator. The intuition behind the elimination mechanism is that we can pair-off two eliminated processes without changing the central stack. This can only happen when no other operations linearise between the complementary operations, hence, the two operations must occur one after the other. More concretely, if process p is the active eliminator, and process q (= him p ) is the passive eliminator, the step where p executes X 11 is the linearisation point for both p and q, even though this is not a line of code of the operation that process q is executing.
Below we show that both the active and passive eliminator (i.e. p and q) can be linearised at X 11, with the push occurring immediately before the pop. Since a push followed by a pop leaves the stack unchanged, we can see that the central stack, and thus also its abstract view, is the same before and after execution of X 11. More difficult is showing that a passive popping process receives the correct value as the result of X 11. The interesting invariants are based around the case where a process is about to successfully execute X 11, the only linearisation point in the elimination code.
We start by considering the case where the active process (p) is a pop operation. Firstly, p's local copy, qinfo p , of the information stored by the partner process (him p ) must be accurate, as given by invariant (1). Hence, when about to successfully execute the CAS at X 11, p's local copy, qinfo p , is an accurate reflection of the original information that the partner process, him p , began its operation with.
From the conclusion of invariant (1) it follows that opInfos[him p ] = pinfo himp holds. Any process r that satisfies this property has not been eliminated and hence is still eligible for elimination. This is expressed in invariant (2) .
Combining invariants (1) and (2), the passive eliminator, him p , must still be eligible for elimination. However, him p must also be performing a complementary operation (i.e. a push). This is given by invariant (3), whose antecedent is established after succeeding at X 9. By combining invariants (1), (2) and (3), him p must be a complementary process that has not already eliminated, and p's local copy qinfo p is accurate. Hence, the assignment at X 12 means that p returns with the correct information, i.e., the node that him p pushed.
We now turn our attention to the passive eliminator, him p , which is performing a push operation. To satisfy linearisability, when the active eliminator performs X 11, him p must still be somewhere between its invocation and response. This is given by invariant (4), where pcpassive = {X 5, X 6, X 7, X 8, X 9, X 10, X 19, X 20}, i.e., the set of control points a passive eliminator can be ready to execute. Hence linearisability is ensured for both processes, and the active eliminator will return the correct popped value.
Next, we consider the case where the active eliminator is a push, and hence the passive eliminator is a pop. As with the previous case, the important property is ensuring that him p returns the correct value. To simplify the invariants, we introduce an auxiliary variable, popval , for passive pop eliminators. When p executes X 11, popval himp is set to the value in the active eliminator's node, i.e., pinfo p .node.val . A passive pop eliminator q is therefore guaranteed to return with the correct popped value by invariant (5).
To satisfy invariant (5), the code at X 17 and X 21 must establish the conclusion, as given by invariant (6) . To satisfy invariant (6) , note that a process at a control point in pcpassive whose operation is NONE must have been eliminated. Hence, its value of popval has been set by the active eliminator at X 11 to the value in the active eliminator's node. Because opInfos[q] is also updated at X 11, invariant (7) can be established. This implies invariant (6), because control points X 17 and X 21 can only be reached by a process that satisfies the antecedent of invariant (7). In addition, for any process r such that opInfos[r ].op = NONE , opInfos[r ].node is not modified until r begins a new operation.
In summary, an active eliminator which is about to successfully execute the CAS at X11 has paired-off with an eligible, complementary operation (invariants (1)- (4)). Furthermore, the passive process, if performing a pop operation, will return with the correct value (invariant (5)). Therefore, all eliminations are valid, and the data exchange occurs correctly.
Verification framework
In Section 4 we discussed the correctness of the elimination stack in terms of linearisation points and invariants. This kind of proof gives a good understanding of how the algorithm works and provides a reasonable level of confidence in its correctness. However, errors in such proofs are often hard to detect, and some algorithms have been presented in the literature along with such proofs despite being incorrect (an example is discussed in [2] ). In order to achieve a higher level of confidence, we have performed a full, machine-checked proof of linearisability of the elimination stack mechanism and three versions of the lock-free stack implementations described in [3] , which could all be used as the central stack. The invariants presented in Section 4 are ones that were used in that proof.
In this section, we give an overview of the full proof which verifies the code with respect to an abstract model of a linearisable stack, which was performed using the PVS theorem prover [5] . More detail on the method, its encoding in PVS, and its application to other examples can be found elsewhere [4, 1] .
The verification method is based on showing simulation between abstract and concrete Input/Output Automata (IOAs) [11] . IOAs are essentially labelled transition systems, in which actions are classified as either externally visible (e.g., operation invocation and response) or internal. The abstract automaton models an arbitrary number of concurrent processes which can perform any valid interleaving of push and pop operations on a shared stack. A push operation is modelled by three atomic steps: an invocation (external); the abstract linearisation point (internal), where the new element is added to the stack; and finally a response action (external). A pop operation is modelled similarly, except that a pop may return "empty" if the stack is observed to be empty.
In a similar way, the concrete automaton models an arbitrary number of concurrent processes executing the stack code. It is obtained by translating the code in a way that embodies the intended semantics of the programming constructs and our assumptions about the atomicity of actions. The concrete IOA contains invocation and response actions as in the abstract automaton, and one internal action for each atomic step in the code. We prove that the stack code implements a linearisable stack by showing a (forward) simulation between the concrete and abstract models [12] . This ensures that all externally visible behaviours of the concrete model (i.e., interleavings of operation invocations and responses) are also behaviours of the abstract model, and that the code faithfully implements the abstract stack data type.
Showing that the simulation relation is preserved requires a case analysis on each transition in the concrete code, where each transition models an atomic step in the implementation (31 for the elimination code). In performing the simulation proof we proved 39 invariants of the concrete model, many of which also required a case analysis on each concrete transition. Since many of the cases trivially preserve the invariants, we developed PVS proof strategies that automatically discharge the trivial cases, and perform simplifications on the non-trivial cases to make them easier to prove via interaction. Similarly, strategies were developed to discharge or simplify the proof obligations generated in the simulation proof.
Conclusions
We have described a sophisticated concurrent stack implementation which is designed to perform well under a wide range of workloads. The implementation consists of an elimination mechanism, combined with a backoff strategy, which can be wrapped around any linked-list based lock-free stack implementation. If used in conjunction with an implementation that uses memory proportional to the size of the stack, such as that obtained by employing the ROP memory management API [8] , the combined algorithm provides performance advantages over the well-known Treiber concurrent stack implementation [13] under high loads and in terms of memory usage.
The elimination mechanism we present is based on that of Hendler, Shavit and Yerushalmi [7] . We have restructured their algorithm in a way that makes it easier to understand, and allowed it to be simplified. In addition, their algorithm as presented is incorrect since the elimination mechanism is susceptible to the ABA problem (which they do not mention explicitly).
We have rigorously verified the elimination mechanism using the PVS theorem prover, and have used the same verification technique, which proves linearisability using simulation between I/O Automata, to rigorously verify several candidates for the central stack implementation, including the memory-efficient implementation in [8] .
This work demonstrates that when developing a complex program, performing a fully formal proof of an algorithm can provide insights that lead to simpler implementations -the elimination mechanism described in this paper emerged while attempting a verification of the more complex scalable stack algorithm given in [7] . In addition, verifying lock-free algorithms can involve subtleties that would be difficult to handle with less formal methods. In this proof, we saw that the linearisation point for one operation may be a step of another process, and that that step is a linearisation point for two operations, so we need to take care to ensure that they are ordered correctly.
This work is part of an ongoing project aimed at developing techniques for verifying concurrent algorithms. We are continuing to apply our techniques to other algorithms, and to develop better ways of organising our PVS proofs and strategies. Our next verification target is an elimination mechanism for queues [14] .
